
Enslaved

Adapted from Enslaved: Journey to the West (Ninja Theory, 2010)

Log line: The journey of two people, whose lives and freedom are tied to each other, across a world that no 

longer wants them.

! Act 1:

! MONKEY stands held in a small pod, imprisoned on a plane currently flying towards MANHATTAN 

by SLAVERS who are controlled from afar through the insidious glowing blue headbands they are forced to 

wear. The silhouette of the city is familiar, but now the huge skyscrapers have been eaten away by time and 

neglect, buttressed by green and brown plants that have overgrown them.  It is 2217, after a war that was 

waged between men and their war machines. 

! The prison pod across from MONKEY opens. TRIP (slender with blood red hair) appears, rushes to 

a nearby computer panel and deftly manipulates it. She escapes as explosions start to tear through the 

plane, bringing it crashing out of the sky and down into the decaying remains of New York city. 

! MONKEY wakes from unconsciousness in the wreckage of the crash. His head aches and he 

reaches his hands to his temples for relief. He feels cold metal. TRIP is standing nervously nearby. She 

informs him that she has attached a guard’s headband to him, activated by her command. She proves it by 

using the headband to inflict pain on MONKEY. TRIP explains that she needs him to help her cross the 

country and get back to her village and her parents, from whom she was stolen and imprisoned on the ship 

by the SLAVERS. If he helps her, she will free him from the headband. If he refuses to help or she is killed, 

then the headband will terminate him. With no choice, he agrees. They plan to get their bearings and then 

find the Lincoln Tunnel, notoriously the last remaining way out of Manhattan. Once off Manhattan island, they 

will search for PIGSY, a friend of MONKEY’s who can provide transport to get TRIP home.

! The pair search for higher ground, trying to get a view of landmarks that will guide them towards the 

entrance to the Lincoln Tunnel. Some collapsed buildings act as convenient hillocks and they climb upwards, 

MONKEY’s pace easily outstripping that of TRIP until she activates his headband. The pain reasserts her 

position of control. They reach a height from which they can see the Rockefeller Centre, a large enough 

building to use as a reference point as they endeavour to cross the city. 
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! Act 2:

! A small helicopter buzzes past overhead, the SLAVERS looking for MONKEY and TRIP. The pair 

duck into a building for cover but it quickly becomes clear that no respite will be offered here. MECHS, 

artificial soldiers and the last vestiges of the war that destroyed humanity, follow them inside. With no more 

human masters, these MECHS follow their programming blindly, hunting for any humans that have strayed 

into their territory. TRIP, panicking, accidentally alerts the MECHS to their presence and a game of cat and 

mouse is played through the building, the pair unarmed and overmatched by the robots. The MECHS corner 

them on a staircase and climbing to the rooftops is the only escape. MONKEY and TRIP reach the roof, but 

this only serves to alert the SLAVERS who chase them as they scale the rubble of a neighbouring collapsed 

building, trying to make for the relative safety and foliage of Central Park. They make it, but the MECHS and 

SLAVERS are close behind. 

!  The three groups converge in Central Park, weapons are fired and TRIP and MONKEY dive for 

cover. The indiscriminate MECHS create chaos by attacking everyone. TRIP and MONKEY escape the 

battle whilst the SLAVERS are busy and keep moving towards the Lincoln Tunnel. The commotion has 

alerted another danger, hidden and waiting in the park; a DOG MECH, a vicious hunting machine, eight feet 

tall and predatory on four legs, now has their scent. 

! They make it to the Lincoln Tunnel before the Dog finds them. The battle in the rubble and rusted 

cars of the tunnel is vicious, illuminated by flickering lights and sparks from electric systems that appear 

seconds from failing. MONKEY uses these electric wires to damage the DOG MECH, sending a massive 

charge through its metal body and saving both TRIP and himself. The fight leaves him beaten and injured 

and, despite his protestations, causes TRIP to help him walk as they leave the tunnel. 

! The world outside the city is very different. Formerly a vast battlefield, now it is nothing more than a 

never-ending graveyard of plane carcasses and splintered tanks in a sea of spent fuel and caustic acid. 

MONKEY and TRIP must try to find PIGSY. There are no clear routes through the detritus and MONKEY, 

frustrated with TRIP’s deliberate pace, admonishes her loudly, alerting MECHS that have been scavenging 

for spare parts.  A desperate race through a maze of old machines begins, the MECHS camouflaged 

perfectly against the rusting metal. MONKEY, being caught by the MECHS, is saved by TRIP who jumpstarts 

a car and crashes it into the violent machines. More MECHS come flooding, but MONKEY and TRIP reach 

PIGSY’s hideout. A short man, PIGSY is round and bloated with lost body parts (a foot, one ear, and his 
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nose) replaced with pig-like equivalents. TRIP explains to PIGSY that they are making the journey to her 

village and that they need transport. PIGSY, grotesque and sleazy, is happy to help, but wants a little 

something in return. He makes it plain that TRIP is the little something he would enjoy. MONKEY, angered 

and revealing growing respect and feelings for TRIP, forcefully explains that PIGSY won’t get his way and 

threatens his old friend to help or face the violent consequences. PIGSY has a plane that he has been 

working on and so the trio go out scavenging for parts, trying to complete the plane so that MONKEY can get 

TRIP home. 

! TRIP is in her element digging, scavenging and fixing technology, a far cry from the lost little girl in 

Manhattan, the one who imprisoned MONKEY. PIGSY admires her and MONKEY admires this change in 

her. Whilst TRIP dives into another gap looking for parts, the old friends, MONKEY and PIGSY, enjoy a 

revealing conversation about their tiredness with the world as it is and their place within it. PIGSY talks about 

why he started building a plane, wanting to escape the life he feels lumbered with and MONKEY discusses 

his anger at the world. TRIP re-emerges with the final piece they need; a navigation system. 

! The mood is shattered as they reach the abandoned airfield where PIGSY’s plane is hidden. TRIP 

sets to work on the plane just before the DOG MECH, not completely destroyed in the previous battle, re-

appears, attacking the group viciously. PIGSY is wounded by an attack from the DOG. The noise, clattering 

metal and loud shouts, alerts the other MECHS and they begin to close in, surrounding the group and 

moving in for the kill. MONKEY must hold off the DOG MECH, more deadly than ever out in the open, 

showing its speed and agility, whilst PIGSY, bleeding heavily, must fight off the ever increasing rush of 

MECHS. MONKEY skewers the DOG MECH with a shard of metal. PIGSY cannot escape; his wounds are 

too serious and the odds too long. He dies defending the plane as MONKEY and TRIP are forced to escape 

without him. 

Act 3: 

! Neither MONKEY nor TRIP is a trained pilot, so their landing in a valley, a few miles from TRIP’s 

hillside village home, is nearly catastrophic. The plane crashes and the passengers are knocked 

unconscious. TRIP wakes to find MONKEY looking down on her. The fury that characterised his features 

earlier softens when he looks at her. For the second time in a matter of hours they crawl from the wreckage 

of a crashed plane. The pair makes short work of the climb towards the village. TRIP is thrilled to be home 

and ignores the outer village gates which are uncharacteristically unguarded. MONKEY is more suspicious 
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but says nothing, knowing that they are close to their goal.  As they move into the village, the foundation for 

MONKEY’s suspicion becomes reality; having found TRIP initially, the SLAVERS have returned to round up 

the rest of the villagers. Armed with guns, the SLAVERS are collecting everyone that they can. MONKEY and 

TRIP observe that one HEAD SLAVER is dressed differently and appears to be able to control the 

headbands of his troops. The SLAVERS are fitting headbands to all of the villagers, similar to the one still 

attached to MONKEY. TRIP sees that her parents are amongst the imprisoned so chooses this moment to 

change the terms of her deal with MONKEY; help save the village or she will activate MONKEY’s headband. 

A battle ensues as MONKEY fights to reach the HEAD SLAVER whilst TRIP sneaks around, using her 

technological skills to reactivate the village’s defences and incapacitate some guards. MONKEY reaches the 

HEAD SLAVER but before he can seize the headband tool, the HEAD SLAVER activates the headband of 

the nearest prisoners to him; TRIP’S parents. MONKEY swiftly kills the HEAD SLAVER with brute force and 

claims the tool but before TRIP can deactivate it her parents succumb to the torture of the headband, lying 

dead at her feet, seconds from salvation. 

! The remaining SLAVERS, leaderless and without the direction of the headbands, make good their 

own escape, but TRIP is inconsolable. Despite this she turns to MONKEY and offers to make good on their 

arrangement; to free him from his enslavement to her and to the headband. MONKEY feared this moment. A 

loner since birth, MONKEY knows his instinct is to leave TRIP if he is given the freedom. He does not trust 

himself to stay, despite wanting to be with her. He asks her not to remove the headband: he wishes to 

remain linked and symbiotic to her. The two have survived this far and will face the world together. 
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